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Strong Consistency of Least Squares 
Estimates in Linear Regression Models 
Driven by Semimartingales 
A. LE BRETON AND M. MUXELA 
Multiple linear regresston models with non random regressors in continuous time 
are considered. The strong consistency of least squares estimates is established 
under minimal assumptions on the design when the process of errors IS a scmimar- 
tingale satisfying some regularity condition. ( 19x7 I\C‘NkrnK rrcr\. lnc 
I. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the question of 
strong consistency of the least squares estimates in multiple linear 
regression models. 
For regression models with non random regressors in discrete time Lai 
and Robbins and Wei [ 10, 111, Chen et ul. [4] have shown the strong 
consistency of the estimates under a minimal assumption on the design and 
weak dependence and moments restrictions on the errors. Earlier Anderson 
and Taylor [l, 21, Drygas [6] and Lai and Robbins [9] considered 
somewhat more restrictive sets of assumptions. 
It seems that for such models in continuous time the question has 
received less satisfactory answers. Mainly the case of gaussian or (and) 
stationary error processes have been investigated; see, for instance, papers 
by Kholevo [S], Dorogovcev [5], Bagchi 131, and Wang [17] for some 
material and other references. Recently Le Breton and Musiela [ 121 have 
announced some analogues, for continuous processes, of Lai et trl. 
results [ 111. 
In the present work we propose a unified approach of the mentioned 
question for linear regression models with deterministic designs in discrete 
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and continuous time. Our main purpose is to show that the methods used 
by Lai et al. [ 111, Le Breton and Musiela [ 121 can be extended to the 
following more general context. Let us consider the multiple model 
.I’( = i‘ 
0*x, dV,, + e,, t 3 0. (1.1 1 
r0.r 1 
Here 0 = (0, ,..., (I,)* is an unknown parameter in RP and .Y = (x,; t 3 0) is a 
locally bounded measurable deterministic lRP-valued function standing for 
the given design. The deterministic non decreasing R+-valued function 
V= ( V,; f > 0) denotes a given time scale; it is assumed to be right con- 
tinuous and have limits to the left (cadlag.). The process of errors 
e = (e,; t 3 0) is a cadlag. real semimartingale; v = (j,,; i 3 0) stands for the 
R-valued response process. 
Note that for every locally bounded measurable deterministic R-valued 
function C = (C,; t 3 0) and any cadlag. real semimartingale S = (S,; t 3 0), 
the semimartingale (Jr”,,, C, dS, ; t 3 0) is well defined (cf., e.g., Jacod [ 71). 
We shall use the notation 
c.s,= i‘ C, a’s,; C.S, =l,iy CS,=!’ C,vdS, rmi cod 
When the matrix A, defined by 
A,= i .U,.Y,* dV,= (xx*) v, (1.2) lo.1 1 
is non singular the least squares estimate of B in model (1.1) based on the 
observation (I’,, ; 0 d s d f) is given by 
8,=,1~ ‘jx.y),,=A, ‘{.Y..v[). (1.3) 
Let us now introduce the following conditions concerning the design .Y 
and the error process e respectively: 
(A) The smallest eigenvalue of the matrix /i , defined in ( 1.2 ) goes to 
infinity as t -+ +c/,, 
(B) For every locally bounded measurable deterministic R-valued 
function C such that lim,, % C’ I V, < +m the semimartingale C. e 
converges a.s. to a finite random variable as r -+ +xi. 
Our main result is the following continuous time analogue of the 
consistency result induced by Theorem 1 of [l 11. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that in (1.1 ) the design x satisfies (A) and the error 
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process e satisfies (B). Then the least squares estimate 8, of 8 defined in (1.3) 
is strongly consistent, i.e., 
lim 8, = 8 
I - x 
as. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 2. It is based on some 
auxiliary results which are themselves of independent interest and are 
established in Section 3, among which the following closely related 
theorem analogous to Theorem 2 of [ 111. 
THEOREM 2. Let e be a ccidldg. real semimartingale satisjj$ng (B). 
Assume that for t 3 t, the p xp matri.u A, defined in (1.2) is positive definite. 
Let C be a locall>) bounded measurable deterministic R-valued.function such 
that 
s C’{ 1 + (V- VP ) s*A I’x),, dl’,> < SCD. (1.4) I{“. + % [
Then the process (jlro,,, Cx*A:‘{x-e _ 1, dV, ; t > to) converges a.s. to a 
finite random variable as t + SE. 
In Section 4 we analyze some specific cases of model ( 1.1); in particular 
we show that ( 1.1) covers classical models in discrete time and that our 
results are extensions of some of Lai et al. [ 111: some improvement of 
Theorem 1 and complementary results are also discussed. 
II. STRONG CONSISTENCY OF THE LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATE 
From (l.l), (1.2) and (1.3) we can write 
f3,-Q=Am~‘{x.e},. (2.1) 
Let us first consider the case where p = 1. Let a be the cidlag. non 
decreasing R +-valued function defined by 
a,= 1 +A,= 1 fx’. V,, t 3 0. 
Note that 
(x/a)*. V, = (.u/a)2 V, + !- (x/a),Z dV,y 
IWI 
d 1 -a;’ + 
5 (aa- I;-’ da, ,o.,, 
= 1 -a,-‘< 1. 
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So, if e satisfies (B), then the semimartingale S = (X/U) . e converges a.s. to a 
finite limit. Moreover it is clear that 
a S, = s c, ; t 3 0. 
Then, when (A) and (B) are satisfied and p = 1, the strong consistency of H, 
directly follows from (2.1) by a simple application of the following 
Kronecker-type lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Lr a he a ccidlcig. deterministic non decreasing R’-~&cd 
function SUCII that lim, _ T u, = +x. Let S he a chdl13g. real senzin~artinguk 
conoerging as. to a ,finitr random wriuhle us t + + %. Theta 
lim s(t)=0 U.S. 
I-+. a 
Proof: By use of the formula for integrating by parts semimartingales 
(see, e.g., Jacod [7]) we get, for t large enough, 
l4.S 
yq=u, ‘(us,-~s .a,) 
s .LI 
=S,-- (I (t). 
Then, since lim, _ , S, = lim, i I S, exrsts, the result follows from the 
Tceplitz lemma for integrals. 1 
Next, take p > 1 and consider the first component EL, of the vector H, 0 
defined by (2.1). For t >, 0 let 
.‘i,= (x,,, T:)*, ‘4, = [.‘;;I y, (2.2 J 
where x,, is real and H, is a (p - 1) x (p - 1 ) matrix. By use of the formula 
for inverting partitioned matrices (see, e.g., Morrison [ 16, p. 683) for every 
t > inf{s > 0: /1, non singular i , we can write 
2, = I‘, ‘14 I’ (2.3) 
where 
and 
u,=.~,.e~-k’,H~ 1 [ T.e,j ( 2.4 
I?,=x~. V,-KK,H, ‘K:. (2.5 
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Now we have the following identities which play a key role in the proof of 
Theorems 1 and 2 and are continuous time analogues of those contained in 
Lemma 4 of [ll]. 
LEMMA 2. Let p 2 2 and assume that the matrix A, &fined in ( 1.2) is non 
singular j?w t 3 t,,. Dejhe xl,, T,, H, and K, as in (2.2) and set 
8,=x,,-K,H, ‘T,, t 3 f,,, (2.6) 
yi= 1 +(I’- V, ) T,?H,-‘T,, f 3 to. (2.7) 
Then the following identities hold for t > t,,: 
(i) u, = U,” + s 
6,, de, - 
s 
bT*H~-’ f T.(> ; ( r/v,, (2.4’) 
I@.~1 lai.~l 
(ii) I’, = u,,) + 
1 
6?y, dV,. (2.5’) 
lh.ll 
(iii) s,,- K HP’T,=y 6,, (2.8) 
(iv) 1 +s*A ‘.Y( C’- V ), = (LJ/I: ) ;‘,, (2.9) 
(v) s*Ay’(s.e~ ),= ;T*H ‘jT.e )fi’6(u //I’ )),. (2.10) 
Proof: Since H, = (TT*) . V, and K, = (s, T*) 1’,, integrating by parts 
in (2.4) and (2.5), identities (2.4’) and (2.5’) follow easily. In order to prove 
(iii), note that 
K-K =.Y, T*( C’- I/’ ), H-H- =TT*(L’- V ) 
and then 
KHm’-KmHm’= ((K-Km)-KH ‘(H-H ); H 1 
= (s, - KH ‘T) T*H ‘( C’- V ). 
Therefore 
s,-K Hp’T=(.y,-KH ‘T)+(KH ‘-K-H ‘)T 
=s;l+(k’- L’p) T*H-‘T), 
which is nothing but (2.8). 
Now a straightforward modification of the argument in the proof of 
Lemma 4 of [l l] provides (iv) and (v). Partioning the matrix A ’ and 
using (2.8) we get 
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and, since from (2.5’ ), 
it follows that 
which is (2.9). 
A similar computation leads to (2.10) by making use of (2.8). 1 
Now we are able to prove Theorem 1 by use of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It remains to consider the case where p > 1. Note 
that the desired conclusion will be proved if we show that i., given by (2.3) 
converges to zero a.s. Note also that ~1, given by (2.5) or (2.5’) is nothing 
but the reciprocal of the upper-left-hand corner of the matrix A, ‘; then, 
in view of (2.5’) it increases to infinity as t + KI since (A) implies 
lim, + ,I /1,~ ’ =O. Now, taking Lemma 1 into account, lim, of ~~ I., = 0 a.s. 
will hold if we show that the semimartingale S defined by 
s, = $ l’., &, 3 t > t, 110.[ 1 
converges a.s. to a finite random variable. So, in view of (2.4’) the result 
will be proved if 
both converge as. to finite limits as t --f +‘x. Note that H,= (TT*). V,. 
Therefore, since (B) is satisfied, the use of Theorem 2, with .Y. ,4 replaced 
by T, H, will give the conclusion provided the integral jlro,+ ~~ r (6/u)’ 1/t dV, 
is finite. But this is true since, from (2.5’), 
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III. AUXILIARY RESULTS AND PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
An important tool in proving Theorem 2 is the following continuous 
time analogue of Lemma 1 of [ 111. 
LEMMA 3. Let CI = (IX,; t 30) and C= (C,; t 30) he locall?. bounded 
menstrrable deterministic R-valued functions such rhut a7 . V,, > 0 and 
1 
C2((a24q/(a’J );.,dv\< +x. (3.1 1 
It”. + x [ 
Then 
(i) * J { [ CX(/(cC’ V- ) j,, 
’ dP’,, < +cc, (3.2) 
1ru, + % c 
2 
(ii) 
l iJ 
((Ca)/(a’4’ )),dV, rfdV,< +s. (3.31 
110.+,-c Ir.+ T [ 1 
liii) J,,().+ I r 
C2{(a2. V)/(r’. V ,}\ dV, 
i (Ca)/(a’ V. ) j, dC’, - C, dl’, 
{J’ I 
2 
+ {a’. V,“i (Ca)/(x’.V-)),dV, 
,u.+ I r 
Proof: The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality leads to 
J ((Ca(/(x’~ V -)],,dV, lro.r1 
=j 
.(/CI(a”.V/a2.C’~)“2j,\(Ia/(az. V) “‘/(a’. 
IQJI 
I:7 
d C’{(a’. V)/(r’. V ){,\ dV, 
1ro.r1 
0 I 
I!2 
X (af dV,)/(a’ . V,)(a V, ) 
1ro.r1 
Then from (3.1) and the fact that for t, <S < t, 
J (a: dV,,)/(r” Vu)(a’. V,,- ) = (a’. V);’ - {a’. V);’ I.vl 
the property (3.2) follows. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Now we can define the function h = (II,; t 3 t,,) by 
11, = 
i’ 
((Ccc)/(cc”. v );,dV,. t3 t,, 
1r.+ .‘I 
Note that from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3.5) 
, C2{(cc’. V)/(X2’Vm );,dV, (3.61 
Now, integrating by parts, we get 
where 
Therefore taking into account inequality (3.6), it follows that 
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from which we get 
s 
(ha); dV., d 4 j c~{1/2+((cc~~V)/(& Ic))),dV,. 
1~0.~1 ]ro. + ‘X [ 
Since (3.1) holds, this inequality proves (3.3 ). 
Finally, taking the limit t + +,CC in the equality (3.7) and using (3.1) 
and (3.6) we obtain 
J‘ 
(hu)f nv, 
jr”.+ ‘7 r 
=2 
i 
Cdl, d V, 
Ire.+ r c 
from which it is easy to derive (3.4). 1 
As an application of Lemma 3 we obtain the following one-dimensiondf 
result corresponding to Lemma 2 of [ 111 which prepares to the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let e be a cddlirg. real semimartingale .satk[ying (B). Let r 
und C he functions such as in Lemma 3. Let E = (6,; t > 0) be u measurable 
deterministic R-valued.fitnction such that ,for some k > 0, 
ICI dh-l~,l, 130. (3.8) 
Then the process (~l,o,,, Cx(z2. V )- ’ [%. e )- , d V, ; t > t,,) comcrges u. to 
a fi:nite random variable us t --) + w-1. 
Prooj: From assertion (i) of Lemma 3 we can define the function h as 
in the corresponding proof. Then, integrating by parts. we can write 
(3.9) 
From assertion (ii) of Lemma 3 and (3.8) we obtain 
ii,,,, T ,;(t:): dV, < + c;o. Therefore, by (B), the semimartingale 
Ire !I 2% e,; t > to) converges a.s. to a finite limit. 
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Clearly, defining h: as h, with Ccc replaced by IC@l, we have also 
JlrO,+.,- I (h*E)f dV, < co and then (iIrl ,,,, h*E, &Y; t 1 t,,) converges 
as. Since l/h* is a cidlhg. non decreasing positive function such 
that lim I- ,( l//z*), = +<m, applying Lemma 1 we obtain that 
lim 1+X h*(E.e),=O a.s. Since I/z,] G/Z,? it follows that lim,,, h(i.e),=O 
as., too. Finally, taking (3.9) into account, the assertion in the lemma 
holds. 1 
Now we are able to prove Theorem 2 by induction on p. Since the 
arguments are straightforward modifications of those of [ 111, most of the 
details in the proof are omitted. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume first that dim X,=JI = 1. Then .~r, and A, 
are scalars and A, = of V,. Moreover the condition (1.4) becomes 
i.e., 
Hence, by Lemma 4, l ,r “,,, CxA : ’ (x e ~ ),, dl/, converges a.s. as t + + co. 
Assume now that the theorem holds for 1 d dim X, <p - 1. We shall 
prove that it then holds for dim X, =p. Using the same notations as in 
Lemma 2, from equality (2.10) we get 
=J’ CT*H_’ (T-r ),d’,+ i CyS(zL /D ), dV,,. (3.10) 1m.r1 I Ll .I 1 
NotethatdimT,=p-landH,=(TT*).V,isa(p-l)x(p-l)matrix. 
By (2.9) and (1.4) 
=5 c’ys dV, it,.+ r’r 
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Hence by the induction hypothesis the first term on the right-hand side of 
(3.10) converges a.s. as t -P fm. Therefore it remains to show that 
i CyS(um/u_),dV, converges a.s. 
(3.11) 
J 10 .I J 
By (2.4’1, for t> to, ~~=~~,~+j~,~~,,~ S, d~,-J1,,,,1~5,d~,, where 
0 = (2,; f 3 l,,) is the semimartingale defined by 
Therefore, setting C$, = c”p,, (?‘, = C’J~:/‘, p, = &ll ’ for s > f,,, we get 
i‘ QG(u /v ), dV, lQ.ll 
No_te that, by (2.5’), for f > t,, 
v, = v,, + 
I P: dV.\ lfo.rl 
and, by (2.9) and ( 1.4 ), 
Hence, making use of Lemma 3(i) and Lemma 4, we obtain that the first 
two integrals in the right-hand side of (3.12) both converge a.s. to finite 
limits as t-r +co. 
Now define the function k = (k,; t 3 to) by 
k,=j @P/U- 1, dV,, 12 fo 
]r,+ r[ 
and write the last integral in (3.12) as 
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Then, following lines similar to the end of the proof of Theorem 2 of [ 1 l] 
and applying Lemma 3(ii), Lemma 1 and the induction hypothesis we can 
get that the last integral in (3.12) converges a.s. as f + +K. Therefore the 
desired assertion (3.11) holds. 1 
IV. COMPLEMENTARY RESULTS AND EXAMPLES 
Let us first show that model ( 1 .I ) includes classical models in discrete 
time. 
Lhear Regression Models in Discrete Time 
Consider the multiple regression model 
3, = 0 ,.K, , + + B,,.K,,, + t:, , j= 1. 2,..., (4.1) 
where s, are design constants and E, are random errors. Assuming that the 
matrix X,,Xx, where 
x,,= ((.K,,))ls,~,,.,~,cn (4.2) 
is nonsingular, the least squares estimate O,, of 0, in model (4.1) in view of 
the response vector Z,, = (z, ,..., z,,)*, is given by 
fl,, = (X,,X,T 1 ’ x,,z,,. (4.3 1 
Let us set y. = 0, y,) = J’,, , + z,~, II 2 1 and r,, = 0, e,, = CJ,, , + t;,,, n 3 1. 
Then the model (4.1) can be written in the form 
y,,=8*(s, + ‘.’ +.K,,)+e,,, n = 1, 2,.... (4.4 1 
where s,, = (.K,,~ ,..., Y,,,,)*. Furthermore let us define .-co = 0, J, = J-,!, e, = TV,,, 
Y, = x,, for II < t < n + 1, ?I = 0, I,..., and I/ as the c&dlStg. distribution 
function of the measure C,, , ,) 6,,, where 6,, stands for the Dirac measure at 
point n. Then we can represent (4.4) in continuous time as 
It is also clear that 
continuous time as 
y,=(fh-). v,+r,, t 2 0. (4.5) 
the estimate H,, defined by (4.3) can be represented in 
n,= .((.Ks*,~P’,~ q x,, d\ _ () 
[(Lll 
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where 
in the sense that 0, = Q,, for II < t < II + 1. 
Now in order to ensure that the model (4.1) can be embedded into 
model (l.l )-(4.5) we must show that the process e = (e,; f 3 0) can be con- 
sidered as a semimartingale. This is obviously true in the classical case 
where (&,I is a martingale difference sequence. In fact it is true in general 
since the process r has cAdlAg. paths with finite variation on every interval 
[0, t] (see, e.g., Jacob [7]). 
So we are able to state the following corollary of Theorem I which is 
contained in Theorem 1 of Lai et al. [ 111. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that the model (4.1 ) is nrch that the jMo,t~ing 
conditions are satkfied: 
(A’ ) the smullest rigerwabe of X,, X,T, IIhere .k;, is girwn /I), (4.2) ter2d.s 
to irzfinit~~ us n -+ x, 
(B’) f’or all red sequences [C,,) such that C,’ Ci < + x thr .serirs 
)J;’ C,,Eii ctmzwrges as. 
Then the least squures estimate O,, of tl given b!, (4.3 ) is strongl~~ consistent. 
The proof consists in an obvious checking that, with the notations 
above, conditions (A’) and (B’) are in that case equivalent to conditions 
(A) and (B) of Theorem 1, respectively. 
Note that the Theorem 1 of Lai et al. [ 1 I] is more precise than our 
Corollary 1. In fact we are going to show that our Theorem 1 can be 
improved in order to extend their result. 
Improvement ?f’ Theorem 1. Let us come back to the proof of con- 
sistency in the case p= 1 (cf. Section 2). One of the key point is the fact 
that, setting u = 1 + x’. V, the semimartingale S = (.x/a) L’ converges a.s. 
from assumption (B) since lim, _ ‘I (x/u)’ ’ V, < fm. Now assume that 
“f= (.f(zc); u 3 0) is some cddlig. non decreasing positive function such that. 
for SOme 4, > 0. jl,o. Lc d~/‘~(u) < + c;ci. Then lim, _ z (.~&“(a))’ I/, < + TX’ 
and consequently, by (B ), the semimartingale (X/~(U)) . e converges a.s. 
Therefore if lim, _ ~ a, = +cc, so that lim,, ., ,f(u,) = +n; too, by 
Lemma I, we obtain that 
,“~,:,~‘t’=o as. 
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Hence, with probability 1, 
H,-H=o{f(.G. V,)/(.v’. V,)) as t-, +‘r/r’. 
Then it is easy to adapt our different proofs where such a point is concer- 
ned in order to get the following stronger result than Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1’. Suppose that model (1.1) satisfies conditiorz (B) and thut 
the matrix A, gioen in (1.2) is non singular for t larger than some t, > 0. For 
t 3 t,, let 0, = (0 ,,,..., Cl,,)* he the least squures estirnutt, of 0 = (0 ,,..., 8,)* 
defined in ( 1.3 ) und let 
A, ’ = ((?:‘))I G,.,-i,” 
Fi.u .j = l,..., p and lrt g = (g(y); ‘J 3 0) he rnz~. cddlig. positive ,finction such 
that 
g(y)/$7 +x as 7 LO and 
s 
dy/g( 7 ) < + cc for &Tome A > 0. 
IO. 4 I 
Then, if lim, * ~ ~1;’ = 0, with probability I, 
Let us now discuss some specific cases of model ( 1.1). 
EXAMPLES. (a) Let t’ = aM where 0 > 0 and M = (?~f,; t 3 0) is some 
chdlig. real local martingale which is locally square integrable. Assume that 
the increasing process (M) of M is deterministic and that V = (M). Then 
for every function C satisfying our usual conditions the local martingale 
C. M is locally square integrable and C’. (M) = C”. V is its increasing 
process. Therefore condition (B) is fulfilled (see, e.g., Lkpingle [ 14, 
Lemma 1 ] ). In particular, if M is a gaussian martingale, the corresponding 
model ( 1.1) is a normal linear model in which the strong consistency of the 
least squares estimate under (A) derives more directly from a strong law of 
large numbers for vector gaussian martingales (see Le Breton and Musiela 
1131). In that case the estimate is strongly consistent if and only if it is 
consistent in mean square (see also Anderson and Taylor [l] for this 
specific case in discrete time). 
(b) More generally let e be some cAdlAg. real local martingale which 
is locally square integrable and has a possibly non deterministic increasing 
process (e). Assume that, for some non negative predictable process 1, 
(e) can be represented in the form (e) = I. V where V is the given time 
scale. Suppose that there exists some finite random variable L such that 
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with probability one I, 6 L, t 3 0. Then, from arguments as above, con- 
dition (B) is still satisfied. 
In particular condition (B’) holds if IF,) is an L2-bounded martingale 
difference sequence, i.e., 
E(E,+,/E ,,..., E;)=O for all i3 1 and Sup EE; < SKI. 
In fact condition (B’) includes a large class of other important dependence 
structures for (~~3 as it is shown in Section 4 of the paper by Lai 
etal. [Ill. 
(c) Let e be some cadlag. counting process and e = M+ .4 be its 
Doob-Meyer decomposition where A is the compensator and M is a local 
martingale which is locally square integrable with (M) = i 1 - (A - A ) 1. 
A as increasing process (see, e.g., Chapt. 18 of Liptser and Shiryayev [ 151). 
Assume that for every function C satisfying our usual conditions and such 
that lim, ._ ,~ C’ V, < +‘x ~ where I/ is the given time scale, the assertion 
lim [lCl[1+iCl(l-(A--.4m ))].A,< + /^: 
I--, +r 
holds. Then, from arguments similar to those used in (a) and (b), condition 
(B) is fulfilled. In particular suppose that e is a Poisson type process with 
A = 1. V for some non negative predictable process 1. Then, if there exists 
some finite random variable L such that a.s. I, d L. t 20 and if 
lim,, , I2 V, < +‘J as., condition (B) is satisfied. 
(d) Finally it is also interesting to note that even when e is a deter- 
ministic function of the form E I’ with lim, ._ ~ c2. I’, < SK, then (B) still 
holds by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. In particular when the c, are non 
random constants such that 1,’ ef < +w’ then (B’) is fullilled. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In [ 111 Lai et al, have proved the strong consistency of least squares 
estimates in some large class of multiple linear regression models with non 
random regressors in discrete time. In the present article we have 
established extensions of some of their results for analogous models in 
continuous time. It must be said that Chen et al. [4] have proposed a 
more general form of the results in [l l] which unities all the known 
contributions on the mentioned subject in discrete time. It should be 
possible to improve our own results in a similar direction; we intend to 
study this question in the near future. 
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